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.. 
A model for predicting product damage,due to hurricanes in the 
Southern United States is presented. The inputs to the model are the 
• 
·> probability density functions for the areal coverage of a hurricane 
and data regarding the product density in the area. The output of th:e 
model is a probability density function for product damage in a given 
geographical area. 
Included in the paper is the derivation of hurricane crossing 
probabilities and analysis of certain hurricane variables (speed, 
diameter, and intensity). Finally the model is tested using actual 
product damage data to determine its~validity as a predictor of hurri-
'" cane damage. The results of this test indicated that the model will 
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Without any reservations, it can be said that of all disasters 
caused by we.ather phenomena, those -due to hurricanes have been the 
most persistent, the most unpredictable, and the most uncontrollable·. 
In recent years the huge loss of life and property (due to increasing 
population density in the hurricane belt) from hurricanes has become a 
matter of great· national concern. ! And along with the increasing 
investment of physical plant in the. hurricane belt, industry has also 
become greatly concerned over the losses incurred during a hurricane . 
. This is particularly true for utility companies who have a large por-
.. 
tion of their investment in outside plant equipment which is susceptible 
to hurricane winds and waters. Utility companies also have a great 
• responsibility to maintain their .~ervices during and dir.ectly after a 
hurricane disaster. It is therefore the goal .of the utility to protect fl .. 
their equipment from damage and if equipment is destroyed, repair or 
replace it as quickly as possible to maintain service. While protec-, 
tion of equipment from damage is a responsibility of ·,the· designer; the 
restoration of service is ·inf lu~ncecl by the availability of men. and 
materials required to affect the repairs .. Materials can be obtained 
from two sources; namely: (1) directly from a manufacturer, or (2) 
they can.beefcarried as inventory during the hurricane season. The 
:,·,··· decision as to what source to use is generally an economic one and. 
should be made· before the fact. The decision requires knowledge of 
what_ materials m~y be .. required and how mµch may be required.· In 
general, a knowledge of the expected damage in a given time period is 
·, 
(. . ·-~ ..... 
~ It is .there.fore the objective of this required to make this decisio:n ~ •' ..... •,& e"•"-"'i. -
. ~: 
... 
--- ------ --,-·· .. ·-·'- ••. 7' -~ .. • . ··-~-----
---·, ,, () 
,, .. 
.... ,· .... ,_" _____ _ ---- .. -.. --- ------~---····· 
...... ~_,, .. ______ _ 













paper to present a method for predicting the level of expected damage 
due to hurricanes during a hurricane season. 
In order to predict the level of damage, a model will be developed 
whose parameters are determined based on historical data. The model so 
I . 
developed is a function of the ~xpected areal coverage of a hurricane, 
the product density for the product under consideration, and a product 
. 
'' ,, , hardness factor. The model, as presented, is very general in an 
attempt t'Cr smooth the ·extreme .. variability inherent to hurricanes. The 
. ' output of the model is a probability density function for the level of 
hurricane damage for given geographical areas· for one hurricane season. 
The model will be tested using actual data obtained for the 
number of telephone stations affected by hurricanes. The results 
obtained are valid only for the product with its unique product density . ........ 
However, the model can be applied to any product and the techniques 
shown in this paper will be generally applicable to all products. 
~ The reader will note as be reads this paper the over-usage of 
the words sometimes, usual~y, average• about, probably, etc. These 
w.ords are necessary since nothing about hurricanes is known.with any 
certainty except that we will continue to have hurricanes in the 
future and th~y will cause an increasing amount of damage. Due to 
... 
this uncertainty and variability, all f-inal numerical results will 
:-·.·· 
' # 
·., : • :r. ' •• , :, •• ·.:. i,~ ;,·,:·. ! ,j,,' ' ,,, ~-, ... _,,/\,~\,\•.,I•'!,_,' ... • ' .... ' . 
. ·,_ . .... 
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not· be carried beyond one decimal place except~ in a few isolated case-s 
where accuracy dictates. Intermediate results have been carried to 
four decimal places to reduce the accumulating effects of rounding, 
The diagram shown in Figure 1 indicates the major divisions of thi~s 
paper and their relationship to one another. It will help the reader 
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The major objective of this paper is to present a.model for 
.r predicting, within a confidence interval, physical hurricane damage 
I for a hurricane season. It is hoped that the· validity of the model,· 
as a damage predictor, can be ascertained as a final conclusion. 
There are two other objectives which support the major objective but 
are important in their own right. They are 
1. Gather available data on hurricane variables and present 
I in a meaningful form under one cover, and , 
:_2_.;· analyze the data on hurricane variables on a statistical 
basis. 
These two sub-objectives serve three purposes; namely, 
.. 
1. The data and data analysis are required as inputs to the ~ 
damage model. 
. s,. 2. Anyone doing further work in th·is area will have the data 
tabulated all in on~ place or at least know where.to go to 
obtain additional .information. This is felt_ to be extremely 
important since this papEf presents, to the authors know-
ledge, the first major work in this area for the purpose of--
:3. 
.. 
making a decision concerµing inventory for repairing hurricane 
"7 damage. 
In the hurricane lite·rature, there have been conclusions 
drawn ~oncerning the functional relationship of variables 
bas~d on ''best fit" curves through the data. These relation-; 
1 ......... ,, .... . . \,:. .. .... · .. _.,. ' -~·:·, ..... ~ .......... -. ................ -...... ~--~·-·-~·· . ' ·- .. ' . ~-~-.., ........ , ...... ,- ·~ 
f., • . 
.,,., .. -_.:,, .. :••I- . --- -- ,-- - -- --~..... 
-
•• 
--• ... --•-"• ,• •--• -•- •• ""'" _,. --C~·~•0a•-~•-•,•·"•-~• -...:.--,-•• •--··--• 
-·--- _..:,_ .... .,, ... --- ... ------ --· - ---
.'t .... ~ 
,; 
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ships will be looked at from a statistical viewpoint to 
determine the validity of these conclusions. 
With the above objectives in mind, we are ready to proceed with the 
__,. 
analysis and model formulation. 
. .. 
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Ill. HURRICANES (General) " 
I , 
Hurricanes,* the- most widely destructive of a_ll stonns, -are great 
vortices of air swirling in.a counterclockwise direction around a 
nearly calm center~ 
.. Those stonns that affect the United States usually ., 
form in the southern portion of the North Atlantic, the Caribbean Sea, 
or the Gulf of Mexico and are accompanied by violent destructive winds, · 
heavy rains, and mountainous seas. 
Tropical revolving storms when first formed are usually embedded 
in the trade winds that blow from an easterly direction, between ten 
_ and twenty degrees north of the Equator. They,· ·ther~fore, move gen-
erally toward the west. After gradually 3:ncre_asing in size and in ten-
-.sity, these storms usuaily cu~ve toward the north and then northeast. 
They may either strike the eastern coast of the United States or 
travel out over the North Atlantic with the prevailing westerlies·· 
found in t:t~e more northern latitudes. In other cases the stonns may 
' .. 
continue their westward movement across the Caribbean Sea or the Gulf 
of Mexico to reach the coasts of Central America, Mexico, or the Gulf 
~ 
states. The fastest and, therefore, the most destructive winds of a 
hurricane blow counterclockwise in a band twenty or fifty or more ' 
miles wide around __ , the storm's center' the "eye'" where·· the winds are 
light or even calm for a brief time. In this band or ring of violent 
* 
.. 
For reference material see I. R. Tannehill, Hurricanes, 8th rev. ed. '(Princeton, N. J. : Princeton· University P.ress, 1952) ; Hurricane · Hunters (New York: Dodd., Mead & Coo, 1955); Malcom Rigby (Ed.), · Meteorological Abstracts and Bibliography (Bostonll Masso: American Meteo.ro.logica1 Society); reports, technical papers, and other . r informational material issued by the Uo S. ·weather Bureau, Washington, D. C ... -· Also see. bibliography at end of this paper • •• -· •· •• _·... I - ••• • \, • ' -- .. - ,. I 
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winds, velociti~s at.the surface 1of the eart·h may reach 130 miles 
., per hour, with brief gusts to 150 miles per hour.. Beyond. the zone. of 
highest winds, the winds decrease as the distance from the hurricane's ,,. 
center increases. Frequently ther~ · are large differences in wind' speed 
in th& four quarters of a hurricane, with the strongest ,winds in the 
right forward quadrant of the advancing storm. 







ward speed of the entire storm usually increases, occasionally to .a 
marked degree. For example, the famous 1938 New England hurricane 
and the equally famous Hurricane Carol of 1954 rapidly increased their 
forward speeds after passing Cape Hatteras, until they were 100ving at 
more than fifty miles per hour when they hit the New England coast. 
With some hurricanes, on the other hand, there is for a time practically 
no forward movement\ of the storm's center, so that the hurricane winds 
. 
' 
blow steadily over the same area for hours or even for a day or two. 
In unusual cases the hurricane may go through one or more loops or 
. 
. 
ha~rpin curves or move from north to south or double back to strike 
the same land area. twice. 
The width of destruction caused by the winds of a hurricane as it 
-moves over or near l_and varies considerably. In a small hurricane the 
region of major destruction may be less than tw~nty-five mi1es wide,. 
·- but in great .hurricanes it may be two hundred miles wide and up to a ., 
thousand miles long. High ~ater brought on s~re by a hurricane has 
' caus·ed great l9ss of l.ife and property_.. ·A century 1 of records shows 
that more than three fourths of all deaths in hurricanes can be 
. •' - ~ ~- ·-·· . -... 
. • .: _.;t -... 
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·,; 
surges. .Water eight to eigh:t;een feet above normal tides has l)een ·~ . 
.. recorded during some of the larg.er hurricanes alon.g the Gulf and 
Atlantic coasts. These wind-driven stonn surges can also cause sudden 
rises in water levels outside the sto!hn' s ce~ter, usually to ·the right 
of the path of the hurricane as it approaches the coast. local topo-
graphy, as well as the path, speed, and intensity of the stonn, can 
increase or decrease the effects of storm surges and account for wide 
"variations in w~ter damage over short coastal stretches. 
Hurricane rains are responsible for many of the major inland 
floo~s that have occurred in the Gulf and Atlantic Coast states. The 
most intense twenty-four-hour rainfall from a hurricane in the United 
States occurred in September 1921, when 23.1·1 inches fell on Taylor, 
" Texas. Up to twenty inches of rain fell on parts of Connecticut and 
Massachusetts during.the final phases of Hurricane Diane in August 1955. 
-~ ~ The average life span of a hurricane is about nine days. August hurri-
canes have the longest.average life ~pan, twelve days; and July and 
November hurricanes normally last only about eight days from origin to 
.. 
disappea.rance. 
The hurricane season ranges from June to November with isolated 
occurrences in May, December, and January with the principal months 
being August, September, and October. 
In ~ecent years·the widespread hurricane reporting system-has 
probably observed all well developed tropical storms; and before the 
reporting network was so y.,ell organized, a· few tropical storms may have· 
escaped observ~tions. · Therefore, statistics qompar_ing hurricane 
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t 
the past eighty years the greatest number of tropical storms to attain 
hurricane intensity in any one year was eleven (1950). In 1893 and 1950, 
, . 
.. 
four hur~icanes were in progress~ the same time, including occurrences 
in the Gulf, the Caribbean, and the western Atlantic. The annual 
7 
average for the time period is four with annual average of 1. 92 
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IV. DEF IN IT IONS 
This section is devoted to two definitions, the first being a 
definition of a hurricane and the second defines the geographical 
area under study.· 
• 
4.1 Hurricane Definition 
For the purpose of this study a hurricane will be defined as 
follows: 
A hurricane is a tropical storm which has a wind speed greater than or equal to 75 miles/hour and ha(~ a . 
. ,,t"i ., barometric pressure less than or equal to 29 .40 inches of mercury. Both the wind speed and barometric pressure to be measured at the 10 foot level. 
The above definition is consistent with the Beaufort Scale 
definition and corresponds to a Beaufort number of 12 or gfe.ater. 
4.2 Geographical Area Included In This Study 
The area of hurricane activity in the United States extends from 
the southern tip of Texas around the Gulf to Key West, Florida and .. 
4 along the entire Atlantic coastline to Canada. The area of greatest .. 
.. activity occurs along the Gulf coast and along Atlantic coast south 
of Cape Hatteras, North Carolina. · In order to reduce the area to a 
more manageable iize and still in?lude the areas of greatest a~tivity 
it was· decid~d to limit this study to the area south of the 35th -· 
parallel along the· Atlantic" coast and the entire Gulf coast. This 
as shown in Fig. 2. 
I 
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approximately 100,000 square miles and approximately 300 miles of 
coastline~ Partitioning of the _area becomes necessary since there 
-·: ex~sts significant differences in the values of some of the hurricane 
variable.s · from one square to tJl.e n~xt. ' --·~---
Each s0 square will be referred·to hereafter as a zone with the 
nll:Jllbering system shown in Figure ·2, where zone i includes the same 
-
area as square i. Later in the study it will become necessary to com-
~ bine zones 4 and 5 and the new enlarged.zone will be referred to as 
zone 4, Also, at the same timei zone 6 will be referred to as 
... 
~ zone 5 to allow summation over all zones to·be placed under one 
I 
I ... 
summation sign. The entire .area (~oiie's' 1 through zone 6) will be 
referred to as the Southern United States hereafter. 
35 o 
Okla. Ark. Tenn. 
Ala. Ga. 
·5 
~ La. 3 4 ~ -
Texas 3cP 
2 
-· ,: / 
: ... ' 
... 
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V. NOTATION 
The following notation will be used throughout this paper. Due 
to the large number of variables present, the reader is urged·to keep 














Level of hurricane damage, given one hurricane 
passes through zone i, in units of pibduct. 
Mean - µXi·• 
Variance - <1Xi2 
Level of hurricane damage 'in zone i for one 
hurricane season in units of product. 
Mean - µj.. , · 
Variance ~ <T Xi 2 
Estimated level of ~amage .for the entire Southern 
.United States for one season (in units of product). 
Mean - µ.z 
Variance - <1z 2 
Number of hurricanes reaching· the United States 
coast in one season. 
Mean - µy •X 
Variance <1y2 
Number of hurricane crossings in month tin the 
time period (1887 - 1960). _ 
Probability of a.hurricane corssing in month t 
in any hurricane season given that a hurricane. 
will cross the United States. 
Number of hurricane corssings in zone i in the 
time peri'od (1887 - 1960). 
Probability of a hurricane c~~ssing in zone 1· in 
any hurricane sea~on given that a hurricane will 
cross the United States • 
.. 
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Probability of a hurricane crossing zone i in 
month tin any hurricane season given that a 
hurricane will cross the United States. 
Probability of a hurricane crossing zone i and 
that it has crossed zone 6. Two zone proba-
bilities: · 
Diameter of a hurricane in zone i in miles~ 
Mean - "'n 
Variance i <TD 2 
1 
Duration of hurricane winds over a land.mass 
after a hurricane encounters the coast (in 
h.ours) • 
Mean - µTi 
2 Variance - <TTi 
Central Pressure Index of a 1lurricane in zone i 
(inches of me!cury). 
Mean - µCi 
2 Variance - uc1 
.Forward speed (miles/hr) of a hurricane in zone 
Mean - 1-'si 
Variance - u8 .2 
~· l. 
Product density in zone i (units/sq.· mile). 
Mean - _µRi .• 
Variance - aai2 
Hardness factor. 
Areal coverage of a hurricane in zone i. 
Mean - µAi 
Variance - aA 2 
i 
Wind adjustment ratio 
Transformed Central Pressure Index for zone i. 
Mean - µc,l 
Variance= CTc. 2 
l. 
Population density in zone i in.1960. 
.... ,i 
• l. •. 
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Bell system telephones per person in zone 1. 
x2 Chi-Squared· variable. 
small letters Constants· 
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j VI. HURRICANE PROBABILITIES 
Hurricane.probabilities are required to find the expected damage. 
,· In the ~amage model section w.e will determine the expected damage 
given a hurricane,:, and this quantity multiplied ·by the probability of 
a hurricane gives the expected damage. 
6.1 Hurricanes Reaching U.S. Coast 
Frequency data< 1 , 2) was gathered for the number of hurricanes 
• reac~ing the United States coast for years 1867 to 1960 inclusive and 
is shown in ··the Appendix in Table XIII- . 
·1t was hypothesized that the number of hurricanes reaching the 
United States coast in a year was a Poisson variable Y with mean µY 
2· 
and varian,:.~e <Ty • · Before· a test was made to determine the vali,di ty of 
this hypothesis-, the data was tested to determine if the observations· 
'" were drawn at random from a single population. ~he run test< 3>, 
. distribution-free technique, was employed with the following results.; 
H0 : Randomness of sample data 
Median at = 2.0 
. ' Number of minus signs - 27 
Number of· plus signs= 22 
Number of runs= 15 
.... 
. -. - :-•-
\ 
f 
At a 5% significance ·1evel, the number of .runs was found to be less 
/ than the critical value< 4>, and the hypothe~is H was r~jected. o. 
I 
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Therefore, to determine the type of dependency iri the sample data a 
'' ten-year moving average was taken for the mean and variance and plotted 
as shown in the appendix. • • • It was found that the mean had moved upward 
and the variance had moved downward with both the mean and variance 
exhibiting a 20-25 year cycle. It was also noted that there exists a 
downward step in the variance around 1940 which prompted a decision to· 
use only the' data from 1940 to 1960, and it was hypothesi,zedrthat this 
data was .rtndom and tested, as before, only to find that. this hypothesis· 
also had to be rejected. It was finally concluded that the data was ...,. 
not drawn at random from the same population. However, due to the 
inaccuracies in reporting hurricanes prior to 1950, the assumption of 
randomness in the data shall be· maintained until new infonnation· 
either supports or rejects this assumption. 
To test the hypothesis that Y is a Poisson variable, the 
following procedure was followed: 
·" .; 
1. Table I was formed from Table XIII in the Appendix . 
it'. 
·,. 
1~. • . • . . . 
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2. The mean µY was estimated from Table I and found to b~ 
P.y = 1. 97. 
3. The data in Table 'I was tested against a Poisson distribution 
(with~= 1.97, using-the Chi Squared Goodness of Fit test 
at the .95 level). 
The following resµlts were obtained: 




x2 ·,. 1 (. 95 level, 4 dof) 9.49 -
-
' l 2 
-< 
Since x2 (. 95 leve'l, 4 dof), the hypothesis t:h·a·t· (calculated)< X 
Y fits a Poisson variable cannot be rejected. Therefore: 
"' 
.. 
f(Y) ------ Y = 0,1,2,3, ••• 
P.y =uv2 - 1 .97 (6-1) 
6.2 
the 
' Probabilities By Zone and Month 
To calculate the probability of a hurricane by zone and month, 
(1,2) 
frequency d~ta was obtained for the years 1887-1960. This 
data is in terms of the total number of observed hurricane crossings 
within a zone by ~ach month of the hurricane seaso~. Since a-hur-
ricane can cross several· zones, the total number of crossings is 
,., 
,~- greater than the total number of hurricanes" reaching the coast. This 
data is show~ in Table II with the notation set forth earlier in 
this paper. 
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TABLE II. ·Hurricane Crossing by 
···and Zone (i887~1960) 
• 
d 
"' Month June July A·ugust Sept. Oct. 
'· - -· 
Zone b(l) h(2) h(3) h('4) h(5) 
1 hi 9 8 11 10 5 
~ 
2 h2 3 6. 8 17 4 
3 h3 5. :8 11 24 10 
4 h4 5 7 11 30 23 
h. 
l. 5 ,h5 6 9 14 30 31 
6 h-6 9 
. -~ 7-· 15 31 35 
·•· 
,I 
n(t) 37 45 70 142 108 
p [b(t~ .089 .109 .169 •. 343 .261 
.., 
Referring to Table II, it is noted that 
and 
i 
N = L511 = Il<t) = 414 
i t 
n(t) 
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l 59 
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The desired probability is denoted p(hi (t)] , and i:f ht and h(t) 
ar~ independent then 
. P [hi (t)] = p(hi) p(h(t)) (6-2) 
where p(h.) an.d 
l. p(h(t:il are the marginal probabilities of the joint 
,~ probability p(hi (t)] . 
To test for independence between hi and h(t), · · 
Table II was treated as a 6 x 6 contingency table, and a statistical 
test for independence was perfonned in the following manner: 
.. 
1. A table of expected frequencies was prepared in which 
each expected cell frequency a~ calculated in· the 
following manner: 
\; 
For the i,tth cell, hi(t) n1n(t) 
----
•' N 
e.g., to find the expected frequency for August in 
Zptte 6, we have (from Table II) 
h6(3).= n6n(3) -
N 
( 102) (70) 
414 
- 17.3. 
2. A value for X
2\:c(Chi-square) was then calculated, where 
... 
·whe·re 0 . . 
-
. ' - ·. •. . l.J 
Eij -
x2 . ~ ~(O .. 4' 4,J ·l.J 
l. J 
E .. ) 2/E . . l.J l.J 
.,,. ..... :r···· 
. .th 
cell observed frequency l. 'J 
. .th 
l.; J cell expected frequency. 
.. 
3. The value obtained for x2 in (2) has (5)(5) = 25 degrees 
·,.,, 
. 2 2 -
of freedom, and if X > X c. 95)(25) the hypothesis of 
(6-3) 
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Results: x2 (from Table II) = 39. 95 .. 
2: 
X (. 95) (25) - 37. 7 
,· 
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Since x2 > x2(.95)(25) 
Reject. indepen~ence hypothesis 
' 
It can be concluded from this test that some dependence exists 
between the va~iables h(t) and hi. Since h(t) and hi are dependent, 
"\. /"· 
",/ 




Table II can be used to derive estimates for p(hi I h(t)J and 
p(h(t)] •. Us.i,ng eq1;ation (6-4), values for p(hi (t)] are derived and 
shown in)rable III. 
TABLE III. Hurricane Probabilities by Zone 
and Month, p(h1 (t~ 
Month June July August Sept. Oct-. Nov. 
Zone h(l) h(2) h(3) h(4) h(S) h(6) p(hi) 
1 bl .. 022 .019 .027 .024 .012 .o 
.104 
,.c: 2 h" ,007 
.014 • 019 .041 . .010 .002 
.093 2 
3 h3. .012 ,019 
.027 .058 .024 .002 .142 
4 h4"' .012 .017 .027 .072 
.056 .005 '· 
.189 
5 h5 .014 .022 .034 .072 
.075 .010 .227 
.:.·•1 
6 ·h 
.022 .017 . • 036 .075 .083 .012 .245 6 
.. 
_ .. ,.~·-···.. . ·, - "' p(h(t~ ... 
.. • 089 ,108 
.170 
.342 
.260 .031 1.000 
". 
' . 
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Table III is to read as follows: The probability of a hurricane 
crossing zone 6 (Florida) in month 4 (September) or p(h6(4~ , given 
... 




and zone 6 row. ·For this case, ·"'1' ..,._ 
; • 
., 
p [b6 (4~' .. • 075' , . -
.• 
. 'i ·, 
· or there is a 7 .5% chance that the crossing will .be in·,~Florida and in 
September. :: '· 
.:., -
,.JJ'il • I ' 
It is interesting to compare the marginal prob~bility ·· p [Ch(t~ 
" 
in Table III to the marginal probability of a hurricane tiased ·on the 
-- • <l!9 
· total number of hurricanes (not land mass, crossings); this comparison 
is shown in Table IV:. 
TABLE IV. p(h(t~ , Comparison of Crossings'. .. ~· : _ 





.tf' .• :C 
Same Time Base 
June July August Sept. Oct. Nov.. 
h(l) h(2) h(4) 
.... 
h(5) h(6) 
.089 .108 .170 .342 .260 .031' 
. +' ' L • 
:os2 .075 .294 .357 # .186 .b36 
·' 
-·· 
. ·- It is felt that the prop~bili-ties based on crossing.s is th~ more 
' f· ,,.i. 
'. 
realistic case when one ·considers that the hurricanes can cross one 
or more zones. · The probabilities set ·forth in Table III will ·be used --
hereafter in this paper. 
.. 
6 :3-- fwo-Zone Crossing Probabilities· 
~}:· , ' , j ..• - . .. .'. I 
.From the lit e:t~tu·re it was noted that a hur.ricane crossing zone 6 
.;,_.,, 
.. 
(Florid~) will usually cross another zone. While .there have been cases 
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23 
where a hurricane crossing Florida will curve back out into the 
Atlantic and then stay at sea or else pass into one of the· northern 
states, it will be assumed that a hurricape corssing zone 6 will cross 
one and only one of the other five zones considered in this study. The 





that P2[hi(l~ = P2[h_~(2)]= ..• = p2 [hi(6)]whe,re i = 1, 2,_ 
3, 4, 5. The probability p2 (hi) is found by the ratio of the pro-/ 
' bability of zone i crossing (p(hi)) to the total outcome space 
(1-p(h6)). This. ratio is then normalized by multiplying by p(h6) for 5 
all i since E p2 (h1) = p(h6) = .245. Performing the above operations i=l 
yields: 
' p(hi) • p(h6) 
P2(h1) -
1 




P2(hi) _ · .245 p(hi) • 
.755 {6-6) 
From equation (6-6) the prdbabilities for p2 (hi) were calculated as 
shown in Table V • 
.. 




..,, ... ·. 
. · TABLE V. Two Zone Crossing Probabilities (Probability of a hurricane crossing 
zone i e.nd it has crossed zo.ne · 6) 
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· · Shown in the Appendix is a map of the SMSA's in southern United 
States with a 5° grid superimposed to indicate the relative locations 
of the SMSA's to the zones. The desired probability, denoted P(SM)' 
is the probability that a hurricane wil.l pass through a SMSA given 
that it enters a zone in a manner consistent with the assumptions set 
" 
forth in this section. . ' 
.To derive this probability, let us ·take a look at ._a. typi.cal zone 
,, 










Figure 3 (Zone 3, SMSA's shaded) ". 
r 
'.L, 
* A SMSA is a county or group of contiguous _counties which contains at 
least one central city of 50,000 inhabitants or more or ''twin cities'' 
with a combined population of at least 50,000. In addition to the 
county, or counties, containing such a city or cities, conti~uous -
counties are, included i~ a SMSA if, ac·cord,ing to certain criteria, 
they are essentially metropolitan in character and are socially and 
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Figure 3 shows the geographical area included in zone 3 ~ the 
\ 
. .,,. ' 
SMSA's shaded. j 
... 
The following assumptions will be made in the derivation of the 
·~ ..... SMSA probabilities: 
:/ ·, 
1. A hurricane will cross into a zone perpendicula~ to the 
generalized coastline of a-zone as shown in Figure 3 • 
2. The diameter of the hurricane will be the mean of the 
diameter distribution (JJD). 
3. The SMSA's in the path of the hurricane will be those in 
geographical area defined by the ·zone boundaries and the 
mean of the depth of penetration distribution (J.ln). 
4. A hurricane has an equ~l probability crossing the zone 
' 
.coastline at any point on the coastl~ne. 
5. A hurricane is said to cross as SMSA when at least the 
radius of a nurricane covers the .SMSA area. 
The f ollow.ing procedure is then· used to calculate the SMSA 
hurricane probability: 
.. 
1. Find the value for J.lp for the area in question. 
2. Determine the SMSA's in the area defined by µP and the 




Determine the cross section of SMSA's within this area. 
' I 
The cross tse.ction for each SMSA (in mi~es) is shown in 
Figure 4 and is denoted r 1 , r 2 ~ r 3 • · The total cross 
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.section will then be 
TOTAL CROSS SECTION = E r i .-..: 
, i 
and for this case i - 1, 2, 3_. 
4. Calculate the probability that a hurricane will not pass 
t~rough a SMSA; this probability ts denoted·P(SM) and 
p(SM) = l - p(SM) • 
where - ~d(SM)i p(SM) = -1----
zone width 
and ~d(SM) i denotes the sum of the distances 011 the 
SMSA cross section where a passage of the center of 
a hurricane .. will not resu-lt- in the hurricane passing 
through a SMSA area. 
The calculation of P(SM) is.performed as indicated in the following 
example: 
.:,;· 
As will be shown later for zone 3 
µp - 88 miles (includes SMSA's 
µD - 69 miles 
From the SMSA map and Figures 3 and 4 
r 1 - 60 miles 
r 20 " 
-2 
45 " r3 -
Zone Width·= 310 miles 
• • f' 
shown on Fig. 3) 
For this example, the SMSA cross section is expanded as shown 
,, 
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Hurricane 
- - SMSA Cross-section (ri) 
.,YIJA 
._1 __ 1 - Cross-section to\be included with ri 
I • • Figure 4. 
Expanded Cross Section, Zone 3 



















And finally, P(SM) = 1 - .53 = .47 for zone 3 in any month. 
:JJ- ,.,.,. 
No gener~l expression can be deriv~d for the SMSA probabilities 
,, 
due to theVariance in the SMSA cross section·from zone to zone. The 
I 
SMSA hurricane passage probabilities can be found, in the same manner, 
for all zones. 
' ' ·,- . . ,._ ... ~· . ...:. .,..,:;• . . '· 
.. · 
,I . 
. . ' , : - . 
.• ·- . =· .. ~ . 
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Before leaving this section, a few words about the assumptions 
made in deriving the SMSA probabilities are in order. It is felt that 
the restrictions placed on how a hurricane enters a zone are gen-
erally valid. If one observes a map of the Southern ·united States 
with all hurricane crossings shown it will be noted that most hur-
, ' ' ricanes cross perpendicular to the generaliz~d coastline. The use of 
average hurricane penetration and diameter may be somewhat conservative 
and it is left to the discretion of the user as to what values to use 
for application. The assumption that a hurricane has an eqtial pro-
bability of crossing the zone coastline. at any point on the coastline 
is in general contradiction to the literature. However, due to 
insufficient data and the variability inherent in hurricane tracks it 
is felt that one cannot discern between two points wit~in a zone and 
say that they· have different probabilities of a hurricane crossing. 
It has been shown by Cleveland(lO) that the- mean 48 hour prognostica-
tion error in predicting the path of a butticane is 55 miles with a 
standard deviation of 136 miles. If one cannot predict within 55 
·') miles, on the average, the path of a hurricane for a 48 hour time span, 
then one cannot state with any confidence that a hurricane crossing 
tte zone next year is more likely at one point.~n a zone than another 
point in the -same zone .... where the zone width is olily 300 :miles on the 
' average. Finally, the assumption requiring that at least the radius 
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VII. HURRICANE VARIABLES (General) 
Hurricanes (or tropical cyclones) have many variables in which a 
hurricane researcher can describe a given hurricane. However, ·for the 
purpose of this study, only the following variables will be used. 
""' 
· 1. Speed (rate of lat~ral translation)~ This variable denotes· • 
"' . 
tne speed (in knots or mi/hr) of the center of a hurricane. 
The uni ts. of mea~sure will be mi/hr in . this pa.per ... Speed is 
a function of the latitudinal position-of a hurricane. A 
hurricane at Boston will have a greater rate of translation 
than a hurricane in Florida and will the ref ore cover a 
greater area in the same amount of time. Hurricane$ ln th·e: 
Gulf of Mexico will be assumed to be independent of ·1atitude, 
since the latitudinal variation of speed in the Gulf is small. 
2. Diameter - Since hurricanes are cyclonic, they will tend to 
be circular and will·therefore have a diameter which will be 
.ir. rmeasured in miles •. The true diameter of -hurricanes, which ·\,:g: 
.. 
ranges between 50-900 miles, will not ~e ·used in this study. 
The diameter referred to hereafter will be the distance 
" 
,,, 
between the 75 mi/hr wind speed points.on a line drawn through 
the center of the hurricane perpendicular to the direction of 
translation .of ·the hurricane eye; as shown in Figure 5. · This 
definition of diameter is consistent with the definition of 
a hurricane given in Section (4.1). The 75 mi/hr diameter 
\\ 
will be less than the true diameter, which is based on baro-
metric pressures, and will range between 30-140 miles • 
. ... 
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Direction of Translation~ 
: ~ • ~-,_ , ,.....,y~w-..:>' ,.- ·:.' - f: ..• ;., • 
Figure 5 
Relat'ionship between 75 mi./hr. diameter and actual diameter. 
a- 75 mi./hr. diameter 
b- Actual diameter 
. · ... -
j. Intensity - ~he measure of intensity used in this paper is the 
penetrat:iDn of hurricane winds· once a hurricane encounters the 
coas.tline, and it will be measured in miles. The measure 
of intensity used by the Weather Bureau. is the Central 
Pressure Index (CPI) which is the barometric pressure and is 
measured in inches of mercury or millibars with 1 inch of 
mercury = 33 .. 86 millibars. The CPI generally ranges between· 
3~.00 and 26.00 inches of mercury, and it will be assumed 
that any v~lue of CPI<29.40 is capable of sustaining 75 
mi/hr hurricane winds required for a tropical cyclone by the 
hurricane definition. The CPI is related to wind speed, 
since it is a _pressure gradient that creates a wind; this ' . 
relationship will be discussed fully in Section (8.3). 
These are th_e three variable$ which will be _used in this study 
to determine tbe e~pected hurricane damage.· j. ,· 
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VIII. HURRICANE VARIABLES (Analysis) 
This section will deal with statistical analysis of the data-~ 
obtained for the hurricane variables; namely, speed, diameter, and 
intensity. The data will be presented and summarized for all six 
zones and a step-by-step analysis will be presented for zone six. The 
method of analysis described for zone six will be generally applicable 




It has been shown(S). that the forward speed of a hurricane is .a 
function. only of the ·1.atitudinal ·position of the hurricane and is there.-
" fore independ~nt of all hurrican.e variab\es. For this study, it will 
be assumed ·that the forward speed will be constant for all zones 
although there exists a 5° variation in la.tie.tud~ betw.een zones. Sinc·e 
the difference in speed is relatively small for a latitudinal variation 
south of Cape Hatteras it is felt that this assumption is justified 
·and will introduce very little error. 
The data for all zones is ·summerized in Table XV in the Appendix .• 
~\,j·, 
' . 
8 .1.1 Speed Data Analysis (Zone 6) 
-
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7.51 - 10.0 
10.l 
- 12.5 
12.51 - 15.0 





































From Table VI, the l)ieanand variance wer8 estimated as 
a 2 s6 = 12. 
. .. 
~6 







It was then hypothesized that the sample for s
6 
came from a Gamma. 
distribution with mean µs6 and variance us!• This hypothesis was 
"· .. 
tested at the 5% significance level using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
Test. This tes~ was performed in the following manner: 
L The cumulative bheoretical distribution function for a Gamma 
distribution {mean - µ 86 , Var. = a82) "··was tabulated(G) as 6 , 
G(S6 ) shown in Table VI. 
2. The sample ( c. d. f., F (S6), was .tabulated as shown in Table VI. 
I 
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33 
w~s found-. 
4. For the chosen significance level, --if ~ is greater than or .. 
equal to a critical value;· the hypothesis will be rejected. 
...... , The, results: for the zone 6 spee9 data are as fo1low:s·: 
.. '1s - 1.01s - .1881 
-
- .:iJ3. 
fo·r a sampl·e s-iz·~ of 
16 at the 5% leve,1 
Since ~ 6 <~(critic.al)), :'W~ :ca:n110.-t ·re?:Ject: tp·e, hypothesJ.:$ t:hat the 
sample for s6 cam·e f·:rom a: :.G.:amrna ·cJt .. str.ibytitiri •. 
. 
Therefore for zone· s}·~: 
I 
From the sample data· 
µ 12. S6 -
~ 2 
12 •. S6 -















b (a+l) - :µ86 




·~. T,h_e. 'results of the analysis of the speed: data for .the., dltt°j3r :z·on~'$· · 
·, 
i:s S·timmarized in Table (IX) . 
. I 
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8.2 Diameter 
The diameter data for all zones is shown in Table XVI in the 
Appendix, It has been hypothesized(G) that the diameter is dependent 
on the Central Pressure Index (CPI). This dependence will be investi-
. ! 
. "'"¢ 
gated, on a statistical basis, in this section. The need for this 
investigating dependence is necessary since independence a~ng the 
... 
lit • I ':! . • 
'. 
'·re. 
hurric~e variables is required in the damage model. Along with this 
.. 
investigation an analysis of diameter similar to that conducted for 
Speed, in the pretrious section, Will be performed on the data. 
8.2,1 Diameter Data Analysis (Zone 6) 
From the data for zone Six the fallowing frequency t.8.ble was· 
de.riv~(:i-. 
TABLE VII 







41 - 660 
61 - 80 










Cum. Prob. Cum. Prob. 
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From Table (VII), the mean and variance f_or D6 were estimated as 
' 
"'s - 58 6 
2 
a = 638 D6 
lF was hypothesized that the sample f<:>,r 0 6 came·· from a Gamma distribu-
t • • th II 2 • 2 ion w1 mean ro6 and 1var1ance an6 . Testing this hypothesis at the 
5% level using the Kolmogorov-S.mirnov test as ·befc}re yi~lded the fol-
' -1..· .. 
-l-owi.ng: resul t.'s ,: 
'16 = MAX 1a<o6 )-F(D6 >I 
- 1. 41 o - • 64 e I 
.236 
,, a (critical) .318 - for a sample size ·o:f 17 at" the 
5% level 
Since ~ 6 <~(critical),· we cannot reject ·the hypothesis tha·t t:he sample 
~··· 
·for D6 came from the hypothesized Gamma distribution. Therefore_, for 
zone six: 
f(D6 ) -
F\r;.o·lii: the sample data 
·and 
. -· .. · 
Finally 











D d -D6/f 6 e , 
· r(d+l)fd+l 
5.4 
res. 4) c 10. ~> 
~-
... 




f (d+l) = µD 
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8.2.2 Diameter and CPI (Independence Test), Zone 6 
' 
Finally to investigate the. depens}ence between the diamet.er .and: 
u 
the Central Pressure Index, the f ol1.ow1hg procedure was used. 
,; 
,.. . ,)l. , ... 
.. 
1. The hypothesis (Ho) was made that c6 and n6 were indepen~ent, 
Where °C6 is the observed Central Pressure Index for zone 6. 
·Th_e ,.paj.:r.~d· data for Ca:··~ n6 is shown in the· appendix for all 
,zones. 
-. 
. at t'h.e :95%. s.ignif icance level 0. TI:i.i:s. test was chos.en ::·S1'nc.e. 
. 
- -~ it appe:a;rs ,. 41 though not prove.n,, to l>e the· t.es·t :·which is 
... m·o·s.t 1.ll{.~ly td ·reject the null ·h:Y.Ptrthesi-s ,;II0 i.f it .is false. 
,.· 
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,,.,, ,,.,, 4. The graph in Figure 6 was then part-it ioned by c 6 and 06 the 
,.,,,, ., 
med.ians of c6 and D6 where cs - 28.10 inches 
,.., 
D6 - 55.2 miles 
From Figure 6·. ,i.t w.a~ .found that 
•. KT - KN + KE + Kw + KS 
........... , ... _ 
-
5 + 0 + 1 + 3! 
or· ~ - 9!. 
The decisi:dt,t ·rµ,le used in the corner test. is 
Reject Ho if >= K ·· .c-ri.t'ic,al ..• , 
.. · ....... . 
'a;. 
rom a co:r,11,,e:r -_.~: .· e F -· t·b1 with n-.17, E = .• 05 it.· .. w.a.·s •.f·ou.n.d.· · t .. ·_:h ... a.·.t .. · 
Keri t ical = 11 
and sinc.e 
KT < K critical 
we c:annot reject the independence hyp(?thesis Ho. Therefore on a 
s,tat.ist ical basis ±t can be con_c~.qq.ed that c6 arid D6 are independe11:t .~. 
aric:l. this assumption shall be mai.nt,~ined throughout this .. ~aper • 
.. 
~· .• 3.; Int·ensi.ty· 
.The intensity criterion used by the -Weather Bure~tl ·ls> t:he Central 
Pressure Index. For this study, .. ·it was concluded that the·· CPI is not 
a good criterion for intensity since it do¢$ not relate directly to 
hurricane gaptage. It ·was de.c.id.ed to f·ind· a·: factor which is a function 
of CPI and· relates dire9tly to hurricane· d·~Illage and this factor is th.e. ·· 
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·landmass. The penetration will be calculated by multiplying the 
' /, 
speed of a hurricane (in miles/hours) by the time (in hours) for the 
hurricane winds to fall to the 7 5 _mile/hour velocity or for the CPI 
... 
to .. rise to 29.40 inches. In the notati:qn··.o:f. th-is :pap_er:,: the penetra-
' 
tion is writ·ten as 
(PENETRATION)i -
:io 
S · T · for zone i·. 1 1 (8-1) 
However equation (8-1) is valid only fa~ zones one throug~ !ive since 
a hurricane encountering Flordia (Zone 6) will transvers·e the entire 
width of the state which requires that ~ 6r6 ~s constant and takes on 





:fo-r i - 1;·2'.1 3,4,5 
140 mile·s. 
Si-hc,e t.h:e ,f:fpe.-e_d (Si) is known, the only remaining variable to: q..~_:f"l,h:e. 
·;.and ~:nalyze is :ri wbere Ti is .. a. fµnction of Ci, as will b_e. shoW·n i.ti 
s:ec·t ion 8. 3. 2. :B:ef-ore the relationship between. T. an._d C.-; .. is inves·t±--· l ·-1 
=g· ated, the data. f:o::r C. will be analyzed • 
. J. 
8. 3 .1 CPI~ Analysis 
Since the CPI data rang,e§ :betwe..e.n 2.6:·.-00 an.d. :29-.,~lb. inches, a 
transformati.on· ·is necessa~y- to transform the data int.o more usable 
form. 1 This transformation yields.,,.a new .variable c6 , f.or zone 6., where· 
1 cs - 26.00 
CG -
·29 .40-26 .00 
.6:r -1 Cs. - ,26 .00 CG --
3.40 ·,. (8-2) ,., r; . • 
.. . .. 
. . 
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which y'ields D 
.. 
0 < 1 < 1 _ca 
-
when 26 • oo ~ c6 ~ 29 • 40 ·' 
In zone 6, since c! ·rang~s between .0 ~nd 1., it .was hypothesized that 
... 
1 the sample for c6 came f:rom.. a _J;3et:·a. ·ct1s·trfbution of the form 
f( i> i cc61>g c·1·-ca1>h. Ca - B(g,h) (8-3) 
i 1,1., d . (1 2 w th meanrc6 an variance. c6 • 1 -The sample data for c6 was formed 
into the frequency table and from this table :.it was· found th·at 
·~· Pc1 6 - .852 
"'c21 
6 - .028 
The p·a.·rameters g and h were calculated ·-f'rom fhe :$.ollow:ing :equ_at.i._ons 
g i- 1 1 
=f'Cs .852 (8-4) 2 -•,:. g: +· h + 
• t ·.:=j. 
( g+l) (h+l) 12 
( g+h+2) 2 ( g+h+3) - .uc - .028 (8-5) 6 
/ which yie_.lds: 
,g; = .2. 
·- ·h · = - , 5 ~ 
'f:he- ·hypoth.esis was then tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at 
the 95% level with a simple size of 100 with the following results 
~6··= MAX I G(C~) - F(C~>I 
.400 .344 ; .056 --,-· --,..;,,. - - -
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Since .1 6< .1cri tical, the hypothesis that C~ came from the hypothesized 
Beta distribution ~~nnot be reject~d at the 95% level. 
Therefore 
and· ~11 .. gen~ral 
. 1. 1 
" . f(Ci) = B(a, b) (8-6) 
TJi:e results of the analysis.for all other :~Cihes is shown in Table 1X. 
8.a.2 Time and CPI 
The fundamental relationship to be usect to relate CPI and time 
cgmes from ~n empirical analysis (S) on the reduction of wind speeds as 
a hurricane transverses a land mass. From this analysts an adjustment 
ratlo Was deriveci 11nd· is s!t<>wn in Table VIII , which can be applied 
·to the coastal wind speed t() determine the expected wind Speed t hoiitS: . 
. , la:ter. This adjustment ratio wi_ll be: denoted as r and is constant 
. 
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For example, if the wind speed at the coast was 100 miles/hr, the 
expected wind speed 1 hour later = 93 mi/hr, 2 hours later = 88,-mi/hr, 
3 hours later 
185 mi/hr, etc. 
Since there exists a relationship ,between time- and the· ~:dJ __ -:ust.meµt 
ratio, the problem narrows down to relating CPI and the adjust-men.t 
ratio. From Table VIII it was found that 
r· = .e- .. o 5'r1_ 
c>.r- 1' - .. ,,i2o.· 1n r i -. 
" 
where O ·< r < 1 (8-7) 




·,speed~75 mi/hr or CPI<29.40) the--f-o.ll'ovting :(elationshiJY can be written 
-
- at the time ·of maximum penetration, 
q 
7·5 r· == .---· -· .. 
wsc 
.. 
where WSc denotes 'f~~ \1/lnd :s·1t~_~tl at: t~e- coast. Substituting 
.r· ,:_ 75: 
w:s.--
·C 
in equation (8-7) yields.: 
Ti = -20 ,ln ( w~= ) 
From emp_irical of ·CPI vs wind speed it has been shown that{S) 
- 75y29.90 - c. 1 for zone ·i 










.Kquation (8-11)· then expre~sed Ti in terms of Ci which is :the required 
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42 
result but the equation is not consistent since T1 becomes negative I 1 
1 ·for Ci ~ . 853. Since approximately 50% of the. values for c1 are 
greater than .853, this relationship is not valid. A plot of eq4atioh 









.2 ·-.4 .• 6 ' c! 
1 , 
.i. 
·''l Figure 7. Ti ·vs:. -c1 
~s. shQvin .in Figure (7) an approxim~tion tq equation ( 8-11) was made by 
the straight line (dashed line) passing through (27.4,0) and (O,l). 
Using. this line the relationship between C~ and T. becomes. l. 1 
1 T = 27.4 (1 - Ci) i (8-12) 
· and it is _relati9nsl1ip which wi.ll be.used as.~n ap·p·r-c>ximatlcin to 
equation (8-11) to relate time and CPI. . " 
To find the distribution for T1 , the following change of variable 
was· made. 
. -for o.~ T 1 <, .27 .4 
0 elsewhere ( 8-13) . 
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g(T1.) - ----27 .4 B(a,b) 
··, .. 
( 1 -· Ti ) a ( ti ) b 27.4 27.4 for 
' ... 




Equation (8-14) is then t'he density function for the time until a 
hurricane reaches ·the maximum .p_enetration where the wind speed decreases 
- "1--... ,, - ..... ' - . • 'I •. _, . ' • . - ·-- - r 
to 75 mi/hr or the CPI inc-reas:e:s to 29 .40 inches·. The variable T. has: · 
1 
a mean µTi 2 a.nd ... ,crT. ~- ... whe:r~,. ;;:,··. 
1 
where 






p - E(27.4(1-Ci) T, 
1 
= ,27. 4 [ 1 
. ~Ti :: ?, 7 . 4 [ 1 -
• 









•' t •. 
Expanding (8-17) ~rid coll~c~ing t~rms yields 
-
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8 .4 Hurricane Variable Analysis S1urnmary 
The ·following table is a summary of the results of the hurricane variable analysis. All parameters are estimated from sample data. 
-D, 
1 Si C· 1 T· 1 TRANSFORMED DIAMETER (mi.) SPEED (m~) CPI TIME (hrs.) GAMMA* GAMMA* BETA** TRANSFORMED '" 










h - h_(l h 
-
12 _ (l h - -.] b 
-
-.1 GAMMA BETA TRANSFORMED 
GAMMA 
BETA Mean 60 
.812 I 
ZONE 
- .. - Same As Mean 






3.8 a·= 3.8 h - ?,() - (l ! 
h 
- 1 h - . 1 
' 
-GAMMA GAMMA 
· BETA TRANSFORMED 








13.2 THREE a 
-
1.6 




.2 GAMMA GAMMA BETA TRANSFORMED f 
BETA ZONE Mean 
-






















.5 GAMMA GAMMA· BETA TRANSFORMED 
BETA ZONE Same As Same As Same As Same As Zone Four Zone One Z·one Four Zone Four FIVE 
, 
GAMMA GAMMA BETA TRANSFORMED 
BETA ZONE Mean 
-
58.0 Same As Mean 
-
. 852 Mean 
- 6 .. '!2 . Vari! ,,,,,. 638. 
-Zone one Var. 
-
•._028 Var. ....... 26.2· -. 
··- ,"·" ,' 












X X Xae:X/b 1- a 
-
* f(X) -
*** f (X): (a+b+2) 27.4 27 .4 r(a+l)ba+l 
-(27 .4) r(a+l)r(b+l) 
""1·' ** f(X) - (a+b+2)Xa(l-X)b 
r(a+l)r(b+l) 
Table IX (Hurricane Va:r:iable su._~~;r._y) .. - .... _. .... •-'-' - ,, .. 
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IX ·DAMAGE MODEL (Theoretical Development) 
9 .1 General 
,. 
Deriving a model for dam?ge .. bas~c:t on engi'r1,¢·eri11g .. concepts is a 
complex and perhaps impossible ·task: f' .Ea-c::h· :pro~tJct or· facility has its 
(, 
' 
own unique damage characterist .. ics .with resp~ct to' hurricane winds and 
. the number of val'iables becomes ·~nmana'lgeable even f.or the simplest of 
'cases. Some of the variables which should be con·s,fdered· for an . ... ·~- ·-. ·, . .. . . 
engineering model are: 
1.:· 1. Wind stress 
I!. 
Product cross-srec.t.:ional :area 
3. Product ·hard·:ness fo ·wind . .- : . . . . . 
Va-ri.a.t-ion of: wind -:st r.es.s, a:ct<:>~s .th.e d:iam¢t~r of a hurricane. 
·,!i. Salt air and water damag.~ 
6~ Hurricane size 
7. Hurricane speed 
8. Product.- .density 
9:~ ·Design level of pr'C>~4ct ~-ga.i·ns:t wind 
:10:-.. Pr.0duct age 
,· 
.. 
. ···- ~~ 
·v.-aria·btes '(and more) is a .. C'Omplex t8:-~k·-~. One qt_h.et __ compelling n·eeit f.or. -· .,~. -- . '"''": - . 
• f(/1! 
a .. s,iinple model is tha.J v.ery .li.tt1¢· data ·can be gathered togethet (a 
.f.orm an engineeiin:_g model., ,..a.nd the gathering of data (if it were 
available) would be· a ¢.omp.lex atid expensive task. 
,Y. 
,. 
The desired da:u.i.~g~. ino.(:le,.l i.s -one which has the f.ollowi~g character-
. i - •. 
l~t.ics: 
' .,, ,· •. ~ • ''.<. 
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Based on data which is read~ly accessible 




' Smootbes the variability a1so¢iated with hurricanes {due~ 
• 
to the varia·bili ty associated with the high energy release ! 
per. time period of a hurricane, it becomes necessary to 
filter the high frequency ra:ndom components to glean any 
useful inf orrnation on the e,tpe,cted damage lev.el of a 
< hurricane.) 
" 
With these characteristics in mind, the following model for damage is 
. ·presented. 
9.2 Damage Model (Zone i) 
· The damage mode 1 is: 
a 
- A-R· 1 l. 
w-b.e-re ·x. - estim~ted level of damage is zone i (units) 1. 
·A1 - estimated larid mass area which will be covered 
by hurrica~ winds· in zone i (miles2) 
R· = product d~nsity in zone i ueits2 1 
· miles 
a = a constant (to be determined). ,; 
In this mod~l the product density · (R.) is ra1sed to the a power to 
. 1 
. ' 
· account for ,the. fact that a certain. amount of the aroduct is hardened. 
to -hurricane damage,, where .o :5 a 5 1. * Th.e area (A1) is that defined ~ 
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by t_he expected depth of pe·n=e·--t:r~t ion and the expect¢<;i: ,.d,:i.-ameter :as 
,, shown in Figure ( i) . 








Figure 8. Hurricane Areal Coverage Diagram 
The shaded area in Figure ( 8) is the are~ (Ai) · in t-he JUode1:,;· .,,. 
the area de.fined- by· tbe ,semi-circle_ i:s n~c.essary since tbe :max·imurn-1 
p~rtetr~tion is def ineq. at th·e· c:et1ier Q:f th.e .. hurri.c9-~'¢ •: 
.:.. 
-71._··· 
From Figure (8), the area is defin~d as 
,.. 
w.'.l;i .t? re:· · t:h.e se·ll) ~_-cir c 1 e is . t ak en as a 
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which yields (after substitution) 
finally, ~he model_. ·b~'.c:omes 
Ai = Di [siTi 
x = ·n.R~ [s .r. i 1 1 1 1 
+ ~il 
~ -




The analysis and the characteristics of the variables Di, Si,· and T
1 
is found in section (VIII), and the remairti_n.g variable R~ and the. 
1 
-
constant a must-:be found before x. can be calculated. 
1 
9.3 Theoretic~L-Damage Model Analysis (Zone i) 
Again, . f-roni· equation (9-4), the damage model is 
x. a [S -T. :~ - D.R. + 1 1 1 1 1 




As shown previously, D1 , s1 and T1 ~/e independent·, and i.t is assumed 
... 
-Si.nee Di, .s·i:~ ·Tt a and R1 are 
) 
all random variables, then Xi i a random ·v.ariabl:e with mean µ.X. and "' 
1 I 2 




.. ' • 2-
since .E-(D.) 
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(9-5) 













. -~t _l,: 
50 
2 2 2 
and "x - E(Xi) - [E(Xi )] ""\! -i 
·- or 
(1, 2 





- E(D/) E(S/) E(T/) E(R'{) 2 + (E(D/) E(Ri) 2 
" -, 
'a.·d E(Di2) 2 2 .. n 
-
(1. + f'n. D· 
'"'"'-!. 1 1 
~. 
E(S. 2) 2 2 
- <Ts. + Psi. .. . 1 1 
. ,JI> 
• 
: ....... 2 2 2 E(T. ) 
- <TT. + f'T. 
0 1 1 1. 
E(Ri)~ 2 2 - O'Ri + fRf 
,. 
~- ... : 
oO 
·From equations (9-5) and (9-6) the mean and variance of the damage 
di-stribution can be foun-d for zone i. However, knowing· the mean and 
• I 
variance of Xi does not defin} the.shape of distribution. Th-e actual 
·.·· 
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·di~tribution of Xi can be ~ound analytically by a four-stage change of 
-variable process_; however, this pr·ocess yields unwieldly mathematics 
~ 
' -
and will not be carried out in this paper. A simplier, less time con~ 
suming technique is to sample from the distributions for Di, Si, Ti, 
and Rf, calculate Xi for each (Di,Si,T1,R1), and .then fit a distribution 
2 to the Xi sample. Since.PX. and CTX· are known, the sample size re-l l 
quired to determine the shape of the distribution can be relaxed a 
1 it t le. It was assumed that if one could be 95% confident that 9~% 
of the population for X. was included within the range of the random 1 
-~ample and if th·e sample mean and sample var:ianc·e con\ergai to within 
10% of the poptilat.lon mean and varia:q.ce respectively then one could be: 
confident that 1;h~ shape of the sample distribution is t_he shap_e of 
. t,he distribution for the population. Based on this assumption and using· 
Wilk's distribution f·ree technique for sample size,.-~ th$ ·(.05, .05) 
'levels, it was foun·d· that a sample of size 93 would be .. required. 
< However, th~s is only the· minimum size required and ccnvergence will 
determine the upper limit for the requirsd sa~ple- size. The (X-Dis-
tribution). flowchart in the appe11dix describ·e·s: the sampling ·technique 
:used t:o find· the distribution of X1. 
" 
The sa_mpling _techniqu~ __ desc~ibed .ilbove _ is simply stat~d-jis, _· 
1 
,· 
sample from the xr population until the sample mean and the_ true mr{an 
.. 
are within 10% of one another and until the sample_ variance and th .. e: 
tru·e· varianc·e are within 10% of one another and the· sample size is 
. 
. ' - . .. ' ,, 
greater th~11 ____ 93_~ _"_With th~ sai:nple obtained from this tech:pique wle can . ······: ~-~-··--.... ... _______ ·--· - . 
I 
I !state with some· confidence that the shape of the· sample distribution 
. 
~-; 
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is that of the true distribution. This sta.tement is based on the 
- concept that the sampl~ distribution will converge on the true dis-
tribution when the distribution par~m~te~s conv~rge. 
9~4 Damage Model (South~rn United States) 
.. 
At t°his point, the damage: distribution i_s __ k-now_n f.·or' each zone 
along with their respective probabilities. lt is now necessary to 
<lit . 
.• 
. jind -the damage distribution for the. ent·-ir·e area under study (Zone 1 
through Zone 6) for one hurricane season. This damage will be denoted 
.-4'--· 
by Z, where 
Z - Z0 p(O) + Z1P(l) + z2 p(2) + • . .. • + Znp(n) 
~ 
where 
Zj = damage due to jth hur_ri-cane· 
. 
p (j )=probabilit_y: of th·e o:ccurrance· :Of:· ·the.: .l.1::-h :h·urric:an-e: 
....... 
j = 6 , 1,. 2· , •c • !· !" , .n 
6 5 
and. Zo· =- o 
Zj = ~ xi p(hi) + 
i=l 
~ Xi _P2(hi) 
i=l. 
'. 
where x1 • Zone i damage level 




p(h1) - probability ·of ,a_ :.h.urriJ!~n.-e- .crossing zone i. in one·· season. 
P2(h1)= ·probability o-f two·;:zon·e~cross·i·ng,: the s~_cond: z.one- being i. ~ ·--.-. 
Expanding Equation (9-8) yields 
f.· ' 







6 )' a.x: M_ 1 1 (9-9) 
. :f 
:«..:._ 
,. '.- ,;;. 
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for i - 1,2,3,4,5 
Substituting (9-9) into (9-7) yields for Z 
n 









Writing the density function for Z from equation (9-10) yields 
In order to obtain 







f(Z) as a 
first be 






i=l 1 1 (9.-11) 
of Z the function 
From Table XI in 
for i = 1,2,3,4,5** 
and mi = Px. = E(X1)--
1. (9-12) 
Now letting xi in (9-12) equal p(j) a·X· and 1 1 making the indicated 
change of variable yields 
1 " f (p(j) a. X ~) -]. 1 p(j) aimi. 
for the jth bur~icane in zone i for all i and j. 








-X · Ip ( j ) a • m il 
e l. l. l.J 
(9-14) 
. -. ··':- _,_ .. _ --
.. _· -~---
- . . .. 
To write equation (9-14) as a function of Z rather th~n x:· requires 
1 
a convolution of n x 5 terms which can be done as follows: 
equation (9-12) is a special case foi the- product * The f(Xi) in 
used in this 
The ·results 
'' . . . . '' study, nai:nely number of telephone stat,1ons a.ff ected. 
I 
may or may not be the s~me for any other product .• 
** ZQnes 1 and 5 have been gr6uped together and denoted as zone 4 • 
. 
, ./II • " ....... ~ . . . 
'-. ·• ....... -.. : . 
. ' 
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Mz(t) = nx5 
IT (1-p(k)ak~ t) 
.k=l 
! .. __/ 
.2. Transform equation (9-15) to a Laplace· transform by 
·,;.,~ . 
substituting S for ~t.or 
': . .;. 
.or 
1~ 




,let ek = l/p(k)8kll\t 
yields 
· nx5 
f(S) = TI 
k=l 
,r· 
3. Expand equation (99'.'"16) using partial fractions y·ields 
nx5 











4. Find the inverse Laplace of equation (9,-17).and-_substituting 
~- --.- ··--~- - --- .. -~- . - - ----. . - ,.._ - . - •· ··- ~· -·-
-
Z fort yields for f(Z). 
· .... 
nx5 





.. . "' 
. ~ 
... . ... Equation (9--18) is the r·equired res·ult for Z requiring only the 
' 
evaluation of the. constant~·~ Tbe evalµation of these constants 
. .... 
... ., .. · 
• 
.I ····O ~ .. •' . -· 
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requires either the solution of an (nx_5) x . (nx5) set of equations or 
an (nx5) x (nx4) solution to Heavisides expansion equation. To avoid 
.... ~ 
this tedious task, it was noted that each term on the right ·hand side 
of equation (9-18) ·~as e~ponent·ia·i1y distributed and it has been s.hown 
s-by Tocke~< 9 ) that for even degrees .,.of freedom 
2 p 




chi-squared variable with 2p degrees of freedom.· 1S a 
Equation (9-18) can be forced into the form required in equation 
(9-19) where p = nx5 and 2p,. = 2(nx5) and regardless of the value for 2 
n, x2 p alway·s has an even number degrees of freedom. And if 2p ~ 30, 
it will be sufficient to use a normal distribution as an approximation 
to the Chi-squared distribution. For n=6 (corresponds to six hur-
ricanes/season) which includes 99.5% for the distribution for Y yields 
, a Cbi-squared distributi6n for Z with 60 degrees of freedom which is 
sufficient for a good normal approximation. It will therefore be 
assumed that Zip a normally distributed variable with mean µZand 
2 variance O'z • 
where 
and 2 (1, = 
-z 
2 2 E(Z ) ,.- f'z . .. ·:- r· ... ..,. ~; 
From equation (9-14) 
.•.. 
••• •A• • 
·'·( 
5 
E(Z) - f: ·[ 
j-1 




= ·L '. p(j> E 






























i;n. .. -· .. .. 





substituting JJx. for mi yields 
. 1 
n 5 




p(j) - L ~e~x(X)y 
Y=j v: 
and allowing n .. oo yields as a final result ·· .. · 
5 
a•µ.x l . 1 
- E(Z) - xL a.µ . l. X. 1 i=l 
oO 
where· L p(j)' - X 
j=l 
(9-20) 
Since each term in equation (9-14) is distributed exponentially and 
are all mutually independent we can write 
0 
Again allowing 






2 n 5 2 uz L L (p(j) ai mi). j=l i=l 
ig 
2 n 5 
L p{j))2 L· O'z - j=l i=l 
' 




2 5 2 2 
uz - 2 X L a.µx . 1 . 
i=l . l. 




a. µX· 1 1 
e -A(X) Y_ 
y~ 
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57 
The final results for Z are 
5 
f (Z) . ._.= N { a. µx· , 2X 
1 i ~ (9-22) i=l 
·g·. 5 · Theoretical Derivation for o( · 
The value for o( will be found empirically from the actual 
,1. ~ 
historical damage data for a selected sample of hurricanes. Suppose 
we have a sample of size n from X (sample will· come from all zones and. 
northern U.S.) denoted Xn consisting of (X1 , x2 , .... , X0 ). And 
-.a .. s .. soc:iated .with· t.his ~ample we have 
. . 
where A1R1 ~s_assotiated with x1 for hurricane 1; A2R2 tith x2 for 
hurricane 2 ; . . ~· . . . ,J\iRn with ~ for· hurricane n. Then the 
following· set of·. ·equations can be wri tte,n: 
........ ~·-.·- .. : 
. I 









.·:, ,i~ , ..... 
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From this set of equations, we want an estimate of o(i (1=1,2, ••• • ,n), 
denoted 0( , such that the quantity ct') where* 
n 
E2 = L 
i=l (9-23) 
' 
is a minimum. Equation (9-23) can be written as 
' . o( 2 (X . - A · R · ) ' -1 1 1 
(9-24) 
\ 
and it is t~is equation which must be minimized and solved fqr oC • 
Since Xi and AiRi are continuous, monotone functions we can v 
minimize 
and\obtain the same results for°' with much less effort. 
(9-25) 
· Expanding equation (9-25) taking the' partial derivative with 
respect to°", and setting this derivative equal to zero yields 
n 
:o.r- 2 L 
n=l 
= 2 i~ .[(log Xi log A1 
(-log Ri)] = 0 
.; 
= 0 (9-25a) 
· expanding, . (9-25a) and solving for D( yields 
n n 
L log xi log Ri - ~ log Ai log,R. · l. 
o( = i=l . i=l ,, 
n 
-~ (log Ri) 2 (9-26) 
i=l 
' 
* The subscript i is no.t ~he zonal notation, this i is the ith sample 
value· out of a sample of size n. This notation as is will be us~d 
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The expression given in equation (9-26) will be used to- find~ in the 
damage. model. 
As· stated earlier, o(. .1$· 0 d,erived from a sample of past hurricane 
damage-data and from this data three variables must be found, namely, 
Ai, X · ' and 
Q( 
For given · hurri.cane the data for R~ • Ri. a and xi l.S 
1, 
L J 
reasonably accurate but, due to inadequate records, the data for A1 ,is 
subject to a certain amount of error . It was estimated that Ai could 
.,,, 
vary up to 20% in either direction of the assumed value f'"or • any given 
hurricane. It will be assumed that the true value for Ai has an 
equally probable chance of lying anywhere in the interval [. 8A1 , 1. 2Ai] 
for a given hur:r~cane.. Due to t.lfi.s unc·ertainty in the true value of 
A1 , three value·s ·o{ o{ will be· calc.u'lat,ed,. namely D(L' o(M, °'H where c<L 
. 
is the low_er l.imit of CX, o(M is the· mean value of derived from Ai, 
and o(H is the upper limit of 0(. The range of Qt , namely [o<L, o<8 ], 
will include 95%· of the values for~ obtained from the interval 
- . 
. . To I ~nd the ra.n;g.e: pf: ·o( , w·llf·ch inc,ludes 95% of the values for« , 
. a :n-fpld change of 'variable pro·blem, employing equation (9-26) must be 
. solved where Ai- is uniformly· d.i.stributed variable within range 
. _[ ._8Ai, _ 1_. 2A1] ! Since an -analytical solution to this problem is not 
practical; the problem ·wtll .be simulated to .find the distribution .fq:r 
<>< ... . For t·he simulati..ort. :1.t is required ,.that we be .. 95% confident that 
:the sampl~ distribution ·contains 99% of the values for~ which will 
~ ins·ure that the range of o< contains 95% .of the values forO( . Using 
• < • 
,l 
. . f 
, . 
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Wilke/ distribution free sample size formula requires a sample of 
'-...,,;,1 
473 to ensure the above confidence .. 'in the range. The simulation will 
.. be performed in accordance with the (o(-Range) flowchart shown in 'the . 
L 
appendix. 
It should be noted before leaving ·this se.ction that the evaluatio:n 
\: \ of R~ in the mod,el must be performed in· the same manner as prescribed 1 
for the evaluation of~ in equation (9-26). It the average R~ was· 
. 1 
used in evalua.Ding o{- then the average_ R1 must be: <Used in· the model f of 
Xi. If the R~ cross-section density (see section (VI) for a discussion- ·~~ 
of the cross-sectio·n teeh_n_:j.qtie as applied- to SMSA's) _was used in ' 
\ 
'"evaluating o<. then the cross·-sectiort de.nsity must ·be employed in the 
model. 
ttf-··--""'. 
The evaluation of R~ i~ deperident on the application and will 1 
therefore be discussed in the mod'3:l.; _appl-ication section ( s,ection (X)). 
- .· . 
·' -:· - .. ·• 
1 . ,:' 
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, .. 
·.x. ,DAMAGE MODEL (Test Using A~tual Product Data) 
10.1 General 
·.~ 
In this sectio.n_, ,·th¢ damage model as -presented in section (IX) · 
will be tested in an attempt to determin~. its validity as .a predictor 
·1 
of hurricane damage. The ~urricane dam~ge distribution for zone 6 
and one o-ther typical zone will be deriv.ed in detail and the damage 
-·distributions for. all is .summarized in Table XI and T.able XII. There 
l are two it.ems of general interest which apply to all zones. and .will be *I. 
-
d·:·iScQssed ·at th.Js. point, namely, (1) the product characteristics and 
·de·n-~ft.y :and (2) the dete+:Illtna-t,ion_ .. o.f.):r (b.a.rcin.e.ss. factor) for the ct::amage - - -
,,:f 
'· 
Product Characteristic's. . . 
- ... 
It is a well known f·act that the segment . of· :~hdtist:ry ha:rdest h.i.t· 
,_ 
•• by hurricanes are utilities which have large s:egrpe_11:ts of their invest~: 
mertt, in outside plant equipment. The _pr9d·u:ct class used in this study 
is that of the Bell Telephone syste·m. :_in the _a:rea under consideration. 
It should be immediately pointed out that the results of this study 
•, 
can apply etfu~lly well t() the .. electric utilities and any othe~{tel_epho~e, 
company. --st·nce the nurnb·er o.f items in a telephone plant ··which ari1 sub·-
ject to d·arnage is very large, an-'indicator of damage will be usecl . 
This indicatqr is "number of stations af-fected" where a station· is a 
•.:~ ~ subscri~ert s telephone set. .A .station, once defined, can be exploded 
into the pr9duct list required t9 support the station. Therefore, if 
the nµmber ~f stations are known, then a very large portion of -the pro . .;. r 
duct is defined. Fu~tb.ermore, if the number of .... s.tations which are 
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r 
affected by a hurricane is knqwn, the~, by explosion,-a large portion 
of the total telephone plant affected is also known.· Actual data on-
"nurnber· of stations affected" was gathered for 17 hurricanes and is ;. · 
presented in the appendix in Table XVII. Unfortunately,- this data 
covers only the time period from 1954 to the present; but this has been 
11 
the problem with all hurrfcane data; The product densitY R1 in the 
. . ~ 
model is then the numbe~ of stations (telephone sets) per square mile. 
,_.,r • 
The telephone density for.any zone is a function of the population 
--
density (denoted Pi) ~nd the ~roportion of Bell System telephones per 
person (denoted Yi) where 'Yi= (Bell System telephones in zone i)/ 
Total population (zone i). The telephone density for zone i is found 
as follows: For zone i, into counties 
and the population density per county ·was obtained from the 1960 
Bureau of Census population density maps. The population density was 
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TABLE X 




0 - 5.0 
5 - 9.9 
10. - 24 .9 
























7. 5 "Yi 
17.5Y1 
37. 5 "Yi 
75.0Y1 
175.0"Yi 
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The value of P.·was then multiplied by ,"Yi to obtain R., the 1 
1 
telephone density per square mile for zone i as shown·in Table (X) and 
the data for Ri is shown in Table XVI II. The proportion of the total 
land mass area, within a zone, subject to hurricane ·'damage* within each 
• telephone density clas·s ·was the1n found. This- proportion was then used 
as an estimate of the probability ·that Ri takes o~ a give:11 value for 
that zone. For example, if in zone 6 the -proportion of land mass area 
which has a telephone density of k telephones/square mile is 8 (where 
O ~ 8 ~ 1) then the probability that R6 = k is 8 . Following this 
procedure for each telephone density class yields a probability density ~-
function for Ri which can be used as .a source of samples for R{ for 
" the damage model. Si-nee· R!· is continuous but sampled at only seven 
levels, a straight line approximation will be used to estimate the 
value· of R1 within the sampling intervals. Tables of R~ density 1 
functions are show~ ,fri the appendix in Table XVIII. 
10. _1.2 Det~rmination of or 
From section -(IX), equati.on.(9-35), it was ·shown that 
' . 
n n E log xi log Ri · - E log Ai .log .Ri i=l i=l ·.(r 
,, 
.(·  .:10~:1 '.\: -
. ... .7 
-·~-~ 
.. 
For a sample for': x·,- 1.t w.as decided to study the hurricanes from 1954 
* 
. ··, . Land mass area subject to hurricane 
" 
damage - that land· .~ass area · , 
' 
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. through 1961 -to find the data required in equation (10-1). This time 
period included 12 hurricanes each of which was studied in some detail 
from the writeups contained in the Monthly Weather Review which yielded 
the "results shown . in Table XIX.~ Out of the twelve hurricanes, only 
·nine yielded results which could be_ used in equation (10-1). From the 
nine hurricanes it was found tha.t am, the mean value of a was equal 
to .575. ··Performing the a-range simulation outlined in Section (9.5), 
with the specified sample size, it was found that· a was normally 
distributed with mean f'-o1... and variance e1 2 where 
, a 
µa(= .576 
t1 ~ - • 0001285 . 
The range of o{ was then found by .eqµ:at'.~·c0n ( 10-2) . 
/)' 
(10-2) 
where ai is normally distributed. From this equation it was found 
that aL = .554 and aH = .598. 
used hereafter in this study. 
It is·.this range of a which will be i. 
10.2 Damage Model Application 
:10 .• ·-2 • 1 Geneira 1 . :'• . 
. ·,.~ - .... ,.•-. - .-. 
Once again, the damage models for th·e :zones ·are· 
o~ a (S·Ti ), for x. - D-R· +---2:. -1 ]. 1 1. 2 
.. 




zones 1, 2, 3, 4., 5 
zone 6.,• 
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65 
f-·or D1 , Si and Ti and the input data for a{ (fo~ three levels of°") is 
' ,. ' . given in Table XVIII. Due to the small geographical area included 
in zone 5 · it was decided to _group zone 5 and· z~ne 4 together and .denote 
, this larger zone as zone 4 (or zone 4,5). To find the mean and variance 
3 for the zonal damage distributions it was necessary to find E(D1) and 
E(Di) and these values are given with the diameter data in the appen-
dix. . All mean, variance, simulations,(:)(, R~ , etc. l. cal~ulations were 
p~rfor~~d on the IBM 162o·computer requiring the use·of 22 programs, 
none of which shall be included in this paper. 
t. ,. 10.2.2 Damage Distribution (zone i) 0 
~ 
' As· argued in Sect.ion (9. 3), the determination of the damage 
analytically was not feasible due to the complexity of the damage 
model and inp'4t distributions. For this reason it was decided to run 
a simulation to dete:rmin~ the s:hape of the damage distribution. Even 
though the distributi'on could not be determined analytically, the mean 
and variance can be calculated using equations @-5) and (9-6) and 
these· values are shown in Table XX for all zones • 
. ' 
The damage distribution simulation was run for two cases, the t 
first being for zone .6 and second be_i'ng for· zones one throogh zone fiv.e. 
The simulation for zone ·fi· converged wit:li:fn 10% of the mean and variance 
"' 
-with a sample si·ze of 175 yielding a negative exponential distribution .I 
at the 95% confidence level . ... It was then assumed that x6 w.as distri-
. .... buted according to a negative exponential distributi~n with mean~ · 
; ' . . ' ; 6 as shown in Table x1·. .Since the input variables for· the other zones I ' 
" were all distributed in the same manner, differing only ·in the mean 
-
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1 
and variance, it was decided to simulate using typical distributions ·~ 
with the assumption being that the results would be the same as if 
the actual distributions were used. In this case the simulation con-
verged within 10% of .the mean and variance wit 1h a sampl.,e. size of 200 
.yielding a n.~gative exponential distribution at the 95% confidence 
level. This simulation was repeated three times and was found to be 
consistent. -All simulations were run using the three levels of a and 
it was found that a did pot affect the results f o.r the range indicated 
in sect ion ( 10 .1. 2) • The summarized results for the zonal damage is 
~ 
J. shown in TaQle XI at the end of this section for the range of 0( • 
. The results shown in Table XI is the damage distribution given 
. that a hurricane passes through a zone. The.damage distribution for 
each zone for one hurricane season denote~ Xi is then 
x. = Xa.x. 1 1 1 (10-3) · 
as derived in Section (9.4) where 
1 
x. - µ 1 )(,: 
-x ·'"x. e ·1r 1 
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. \ From Section 6.1 equatiqn 6-1 
X =~ 1. 97 
and from Section 6.2 Table III, Section 6-3 Table V and Section 
-, 
9.4 (Equation 9.9a). 
~ 
al - .138 
• 
: .. 
-a2 - • 123 ·-
.188 'tr a3 --':> • 
~ 
·a4 - .551 (zones 4 and 5) 
l a5 - .245 (zone 6) 
I• 
and the values f cr ·)'xi • . Table XI. are given l.ll 
t-. 
Substituting the above values.into equation 10-4 and 10-5 yields 
the distributions for Xi (at three~ levels) as shown in Table XI . 
Also included in Table XII is th~ 90% confidence range for the value 
of Xi denoted 
• 
[ -L -UJ x. , X. l. 1 
-u x. -1 
where 
- -u Prob (X. ~-Xi)= 
l. 
,, Even though this range includes 95% of the 
90% • only confid·ent a range since we are 
• 975 for D(8 . 
-values for x.' l. 
that 95% of the 
c?( are .included in the (95%) (95%) distribution and - 90%. -" 
,,; 
it • only, 1S 
values for 
The damage 
distribution can also·be found on a monthly basis by employing the 
~-"" 
arguments set forth in Section (IX) and the probabilities in Section 
fJ 
,. 
(VI) although it will not be done in this paper. 
I 
••,. 
,( ·' :, :~· 
,. 
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10.2.3 Damage Distribution (Southern U.S.) 
As shown in Section 9.4, the damage Z for the entire area under 




a~ =2A ~ a- Px. · LJ 1 1 (10-7} i=l 
The values for~,., ai, and Xi are presented· in Section (10.2.2) and 
Table XI. Substituting these values into equations 0.0-6) and (10-7) 
yield the distributions for Z (at three~ levels) as shown in Table 
XII. Also included in Table XII is the 90% confidence range for Z 
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10.3 .,1 Discussion and Verification of Res~lts 
As shown in Table XII, the results for zonal damage (Xi) and the 
e 
re·sults for the entire Southern United States _(Z) are given for three , 
different levels of o( • Also shown in the same Table .is the 90% 
confidence interval on the results. It can be readily seen that _each 
val\le of o( in the interval [ o(L, o(H] , will yield a different distri-
bution of damage. While these distributions do not change in shape ii:!1> 
(Z is normally distributed for any value of o<. _in the interval) tliey 
do differ in both the mean and the variance. 
To verify the results for Z obtained in Table XII, for the 
prodµct and product densities us~, one must determine if the distri-
bution of a sample of actual damage data points falls within the 90% 1 
confidence interval for Z for the given o( interval. " Reference to 
Table XVII in the appendix will yield a sample of hurricane damages 
for the Southern United States. It will be immediately noted that som~ 
of the damage figures in this sample were used to find the value and 
range of 0(. Is it legal to use them again? Strictly speaking, I 
think the answer would have to be no; but they will be used and for 
the·following reasons: 
' . 1. This is all the data available. 
2. It was.found that the inean squared error defined .. by equation 
(9-23) did not change significantly whe.n the Southern hurr~-
·canes were exclud.ed ·from the sampl·e used· to determine 0( • 
.. 
. This :i,mplie\ that the value· of o( used in the model is not de-
pendent to any extent on the·Southern hurricanes •. 
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,;. 
Using.the sample in Table XVIII, we find one disturbing damage figure, 
namely, Hurricane Betsy, with 529,000 stations affected. This value· 
is an outlier to both the distribution obtained for"Z and the sample 
dts.tribution of damage. One unusual characteristic of Betsy was that 
it was accompanied by an abnormal amount of flooding in the New Orleans 
SMSA. Flooding of this magnitude will increase the total number of 
, stations affected t.o a very high figure. For -this reason, the Hurri-
cane Betsy damage figure will 11ot ·be included in the sample. However, 
if more figures of this magnitude occur in the future, a re-evaluation 
of the model presented in this paper will be, required. 
It was found that the sample values were normally distributed 
(at 95% level) with a mean of 78,700 stations/year and a standard 
.deviation of 53,400 stations affected/year.' Comparing these distribu-
tion parameters with the distribution for z. (~ta(M) in Table XII 
it was fonnd that there existed no statistical difference between the 
variances. (by F-test at the 95% level with samples of 10,10) and no 
difference between the means (by t-test at the 95% level with samples 
of 10,10). It can therefore be ·concluded that the model met its 
objEictive based on· the sample for aotHal damage dat~ fo:r· the ye.a:rs 
' 1955 through 1964. Based-on the distribution of this sample, with the. 
mean and variance given above, and the distribution for Z ( at"&\"M) it 
was concJuded that the model would predict within the 90% confidence 
~ interval for Z (at~M)' approximately 8~% of the time. It can therefore. 
be concluded:'t}lat the model will perform·as .. a good predictor to 
. ' 
' ... ;• 
~. 
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determine the nuuber of stations affected, in the Southern U.S., in 
" the future providing there exists no change in the input variables, 
alpha,·· the product, o.r the product density. 
.. The zonal damage based on the sample from Table XVII is shown 
in Table XXI below •. 
... 
Table XXI 
* Actual Zonal Damage, 1955-65, Est. 
Number of Stations Affected 
Damage Zone Damage/year No. of Hurricanes 166,000 1 16,600 1 83,000 2 8,300 1 164,000 3 16,400 3 89,500 4 8,950 5 
5 
294,000 6 29,400 1; 4 
*Hurricane Betsy Excluded. 
Comparing the damage/year in the above table with the expected damage 
distributions in.Table XII re~eals that all the values lie within the 
f 90% confidence interval of their respective zonal e~pected damage 
distributions. It is felt that due to the small sample of hurricanes 
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Table XI .,. 
Hurricane Da~age Summary (X1) 
(Telephone Stations Affected) 
" -;, . 
. ' 
.... ~ X. ,I X. "· 
·-
xf/ l 1 Stations Stations Stations Affected Affected Affected Zone i Zone • Zone i 1 
«L " o<M OCH 
Exponential lfc Exp. 
··Exp. 
. 
m1=19675 ~1=21307 m1=23I03 
~ 




~=28674 m3=30628 m3=32791 
•· 
,:, 
. ; , 
Exp. Exp. Exp. 
m4=22145 m4=23826 •ffi4=25675 
--
... - -• 
.. , 
- .. 
--Exp •• . Exp. Exp . 
m6=46609 . ~=50588 
' , 
.. ..... ____ ____. _____ -""-------J....--------....1 ·~ 
-(X1(m1) .. 
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-Hurricane Damage Summary (X. ,Z) . ill 1 




90% Confidence Interval 
I OOWER UPPER 
°'L '\'M o(H BOUND BOUND 
I )· 
. , ·-
. Exponential :)IC Exp. Exp. . 
t 
iii=5349 m=5792 iii=6280 134 19800 .. . .... 
'' 
- . . . ' 
' ' 
. 
Exp •. ·Exp. Exp. 
-
-




·Exp •. · Exp. 
-
-
-m=l0620 m~11343 m=12145 .... 266 39200 
' D 
, . 




-rn=24038 m=25862 m 27870 600 88500 




-m=22495 m=24416 m=26532 563 
_. 8..3000 - .-
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XI CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The major objective of this paper is to present a model for 
predicting, within a confidence interval, physical hurricane damage for 
a hurricane season in the Southern United States. This model, as 
developed, is presented in sections 9.2 and 9.4. The input_s .to the 
model are.data concerning the areal coverage of a hurricane and the 
product,for which an estimate of the damage is desired. The output of 
-~~-~ 
the model is a probability density function for the level of expe·cted 
damage/year and from this density function a confidence interval can be 
placed on the -results. 
A test was performed on the model using actual product data in an 
attempt to evaluate the model as a predictor of hurricane damage. The 
product da·ta was the "number of Bell System telephone stations affected'' 
for hurricanes in the years 1955 t~rough 1964. The test was performed 
with 10 years of actual·data at two levels, namely (1) to predict the 
damage/year for this product for the entire Southern United Stat~s and 
(2) to predict the damage/year in six zones within the Southern United 
States area. These results are shown in Tables XII and discussed in 
~-~··:-c-. 
section (10 .3). rt.' It was. found, based on this sample of actual data, 
that for the entire southern area ·the model will yield a prediction with-
in the· 90% confidence interval of the actual damage approximately 86% 
of the time per year given stationary input variables •. The test for the 
zones was not conclusive due to the small sample of actual data within 
.. -.,, .. '- .. -:- - . __ - __ :,. - ... :-, . - . - ·-··· .. -·,- -·- .... . . ., 
. ... \ . 
each zone, howeyer, it was found that all the actual mean zonal damage/ 
--~ -: . ' 
year.values lay within th~ confidence ~nterval pia~ed on the zohal 
. . . - '. ·- - ·-"' ~ . ' •••. ~- ___ ... ··,:,~ ~--~· ...... :.._ ••• :~,; ' •• II' 
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predicting distributions shown in Table XII. 
From this test and other tests performed throughout this paper 
the following conclusions and observations concerning the damage model 
can· be made: 
1. ;The damage distributions derived from this model will provide 
a better basis for predicting damage than an intuitive guess or a straight 
averaging technique. A guess or an averaging technique will not provide 
the decision maker with the variability of the damage or the shape of 
the damage distribution. This added information will change a decision 
based on hurricane damage to·one under risk rather than uncertainty. 
2. This model will allow one to find the expected damage at any 
location in the Southern hurricane belt. If one wishes to know the 
·ii 
expected damage in the Miami SMSA, he can do
1 
so readily using the hur-
ricane probabilities and variable analysis set forth in this paper. 
He will be required to know the product density in Miami for the pro-· 
duct • question . in 
. - ··\/. .... t 
3. The model • such that it be applied equal:ly well . 1S can in any 
geographical area. The model is not dependent on any physical factor 
which is a function of the area a hurricane will cross. 
4. The model will track changes in hurricane damage-characteris-
. . 
-····.- ·-- . 
. -· • . '. .. 
- • ~ '\ . - • • . -: • "'I?! 
tlcS: ·The tracking ability, of course, is a function of how th\er. 
maintains or up-dates his input data. 
-~- · 
.. 5. The hardness factor (o<) allows one to adju.st the damage 
,· distribution to fit· 'a given area. If it is thought that the product 
. I 
in a certain area is less susceptable to damage then th~ average then 
. . . ' ~ 
_.-.: .. ~_ ... .,,...,, ..... , ,, ·-~··'/' .. -~,..- ... ,. ·,••. --· -··."': .... -·-· ' p .. 
'· ~ J; 
_.-:' 
'·····. 
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. the o( can be decreased to. decrease the mean of the damage distribution. 
The sensitivity of the model to changes in o< is discussed in sections 
(9.5) and (10.1.2). In other words, the model allows for usage of some 
,. 
subjective judgment on the part of the use~. 
6. The model is easy to use, requiring only the ·maintenance of 
two variables (Ai and Ri) which makes it readily adaptable to hand 
calculation or if more sophisticati6n is s6ught, a relatively small 
computer program will handle the whole job. 
"' 
-· 7. The model will be·conservative for estimating damage over ·large 
areas since it weighs the damage in SMSA's and the damage in rural 
r·egions equally thus minimizing the very larg.e damage that can occur 
in a SMSA. Thi-s is dqe to the decision to use average product density 
.. 
rather than the product cross-section density. As the population 
. 
dansity increases along the Southern· coastline, as it will as indicated 
.. 
in the large in_c.rease over the last 20 years, the cross-sect ion density . '~ 
will probably have to be used. For a discuss-ion of cross-section den-
.. 
sities, see section 6.4 ..• 
The decision to use the zones presented in this paper was out df con-
venience; the model w111·work fo~ any other set of zones except that 
' 
·one will have to refer to the hurricane litetature for the basic data. 
~ 
on the hf,rricane variables and regroup for the new set of zones. It 
· must be remembered that the damage distributions derived in this·paper 
':' ....... · .... 
are valid only· for the product used, namely the number _of Bell System 
telephone stations affected, and· ~hey~ may or may not be the ,same for 
I 
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77 
the techniques shown are valid,for any product density frequency function 
and these techniques must be reapplied each time there is a change in 
the product or product density. It is suspected, but not ·proven, that 
the damage distributioqs will be the same for any reasonable di·stribution 
of product density. A highly skewed distribution may give some problems 
in this respect. The use of o< is fully discussed in Appendix II •. 
,, 
Recommendations for Further Study 
Since this paper represents, to the author's know.ledge, th~ first 
work . this there are a multitude of areas which require study. in area 
Some of these are: 
ii 
1. Apply model to another product and $~¢ ·1f· i·t produces reasonable . ·, 
and consistent results. I. 
2 .. This model does not account for flooding due to storm surges 
along the Gulf coast. It was assumed that the effect of storm surges 
is minimized by levies along the coast.· However, this requires further 
study to see if this is the case. 
3. The use of cross-section product density rather than average 
product density should be investigated more fully . 
• 4. A multiple regr.ession technique applied to the hurricane v.ari-
.. 
ables may shed some additional information on the affect of each variable 
in the model. Perhaps a different class of model is required. 
5. Some of modeling required simulations, perhaps more analytical 
• 
• • 
- work· on convolution of the hurricane variables would yield m~,19e ac;;.. 
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These are but a few of the areas in which further work 
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Figure 10:, Stanq_~rc;l Metropolitan 
Statistic~l-Areas Southern· 
United States 1960 q 
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Figure 11: Cumulative Distribution of the 
Rate of Hurricane Center 
Translation. Gulf Coast 
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Latitudinal Variation· of Cumulative (S) 
,ijJ 
Frequency of Hurricane Central 
Pressur~ Index East Coast ·(1900 - 1956), 
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Geographic Variations of Cumulative. 
Fre<iuency of Hurrica'.f~ CPI Gulf 
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TABLE XIII 
Reaching Coast (1887 - 1960) 
Year Number 
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Areal Cover~ge of Hurricanes 






























































Zonal Mean and Variance 
(Analy.tically Determined from Equs. 9-5 and 9-6) 
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(I 2 x. l. 
Variance x 108 
10.005xl08 
12.427 11 
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. · Hardness Factor (o<) 
The symb~l o< in the damage model has been referred to as a 
... 
hardness factor~ This symbol has two meanings.; one meaning mathema-
tically and still another in physical terms. Mathematically,O(is a 
--,fonstant who_se optimal value minimizes the squared error about a ,curve 
passing through. the historical damage data. This curve is defined by 
the damage model 
X = ARo<. 
and it is.- expected that· o( will generally range betwe~n zero and one 
'· t al though this restriction was not placed on o< in minimizing the squared 
error. 
In physical terms, when o( = 1, t-he entire product in the area will 
be damaged or X = AR; when o< = O, the .damage will be· one unit for each 
. unit of area or X-=·A. Looking at~ as a hardness factor, when~= 1, 
the product has no hardness to hurrican·es and when o< = 0, the product 
is completely hardened to hurricane damage. However, when 0( = O, it '· 
' was hypothesized that there would be damage. regardless of how.well the 
"" . a 
product was hardened against hurricanes. This hypothesis was the 
-
-~ .. justification for raising .. R-to o< power rather than making the model 
"' linear by multiplying AR by o( •. It was found that the squared err·or ·tor 
the-linear mqpel was greater than for the model used in this paper thus 
:t •. 






























A~ pointed out in Section (XI), the user .. of the damage model has 
the option to adjust~ to a particular geographical area. If it is 
felt that the product in a certain area is less susceptable to hurricane 
winds than the average, the user may deer.ease °" to decrease the mean of 
__ the damage distribution and vice versa._.;1 
Finally it is felt that some effort should be put forth in 
determining a good estimate forO(. As shown in the model testing 
·It 
(Section X), the degree of uncertainty in the damage distribution is 
proportional to the degree of uncertainty ino<'. 
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